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Scan Matching 





Odometry with LIDAR

• Odometry = Estimation of position !, #, $ and attitude %, &, '

• In what follows, will use “position” as short for “position and 
attitude”
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LIDAR for odometry: 
Scan matching

Left Wall Right Wall
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Scan 1

Left Wall Right Wall
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LIDAR for odometry: 
Scan matching



LIDAR for odometry: Scan 1
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LIDAR for odometry: Scan 1
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Premise: 
most likely car 
position at 
Scan 2 is the 
position that 
gives best 
overlap 
between the 
two scenes
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Scan matching: optimization
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Problem Setup

Let’s say my robot is in some environment with landmarks A, B, C
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Problem Setup

At t=0, measurements of distances to A,B,C are taken:
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Problem Setup

At t=1, moving in some unknown direction, the distances to the 
landmarks will have changed: 
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Problem Setup

We want to find transform R, the transforms the two set of points to be 
the closest: 
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Problem Setup

Why? The transform R represents how much the robot has moved in time: 
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How do we find R?

Challenge: 
• If we knew A, B, C (landmarks) exactly, then this would be 

easy
• We don’t know which measurement is for which landmark

Solution: 
• Assume closest points correspond to each other → 

“correspondence match”
• Iteratively find the best transform R
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Iterative search for best transform

1. Make some initial “guess” of R (current guess)
2. For each point in new scan (t=k+1), find closest point in 

previous set (t=k) (correspondence search)
3. Make another “better guess” of R (next guess) 
4. Set next guess to current guess, repeat steps 2-4 until 

converges

What makes a “better guess”? → Need a metric
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How do you choose between 1 or II?

(Assume correspondences have been foud)

How do you choose between transform 1 or 
transform 2? 
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Candidate Match Function 

Point-to-scan point

Find closest point and 
sum the square of 
distances to the 
closest point.
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Better Candidate Match Function

Point to projected point (point-to-point) metric:

Closest point to B is 3
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Better Candidate Match Function

Find projection of point onto reference surface:

Closest point to B is 3

Find projected point on line 
segment 2-3, b’
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Better Candidate Match Function

Squared sum of projected distances (point-to-point)

Closest point to B is 3

Find projected point on line 
segment 2-3, b’

Square the sum of projected 
distances
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How do you choose between I or II

Choose R2

How do you choose between transform 1 
or transform 2? 

Match Score (R1) > Match Score (R2)
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Iterative Matching
Uses point-to-point metric

Repeats iterations of algorithm 
until convergence to solution 
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ICP Assumptions and Limitations

• Assumes a sufficiently fast scan rate
– Significant overlap will exist between sequential scans
– Points with high correspondence will exist

• Assumes surface will be non-smooth and heterogeneous
– Smooth surface will look the same to the algorithm



Scan Matching
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Laser Scans w.r.t car at Time t = t1 Laser Scans w.r.t car at Time t = t2

Pose of the Car at t = t1



Scan Matching
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Laser Scans w.r.t car at Time t = t1 Laser Scans w.r.t car at Time t = t2

Pose of the Car at t = t1 Pose of the Car at t=t2





Scan matching: requirements

• Sufficiently fast scan rate
• A slow scan rate can lead to few 

matches between scans.
• Not really a risk for today’s 

LIDARs

Left Wall Right Wall
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Scan matching : requirements

• Non-smooth, or heterogeneous, 
surfaces.
• Smooth surfaces all look the 

same to the matching algorithm.
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Scan matching : requirements

• Non-smooth, or heterogeneous, 
surfaces.

• Best match between scans is if 
car did not move.
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Failed scan matching
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laser_scan_matcher: ROS





Normal Distribution Transform





Input data:
• Reference scan, y_{t-1}, current scan y_t, initial guess of roto-

transformation q_0
Output: 
• Tranformation q, the converged solution representing the roto-

transformation between the scans
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Overall Algorithm



At t=k

1. Use previous guess q_k, transform coordinates of current scan into 
the frame of the previous scan

2. For each point, find closest line segment (point-to-line 
correspondence search)

3. Update transform
a. Formulate point-to-line-error objective
b. Find transform q_{k+1} that minimizes objective

(Repeat until convergence) 
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Overall Algorithm
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Point-to-point vs Point-to-line

Given a point in current scan and corresponding line segment
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Point-to-point vs Point-to-line

Point-to-point measures the distance as the distance to the 
nearest point on the segment

Projection onto a line segment
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Point-to-point vs Point-to-line

Point-to-line measures the distance as the distance to the 
nearest line containing the segment
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Point-to-point vs Point-to-line

Point-to-line measures the distance as the distance to the 
nearest line containing the segment
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Point-to-point vs Point-to-line

Point-to-line measures the distance as the distance to the 
nearest line containing the segment
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Point-to-line

Point-to-line measures the distance as the distance to the 
nearest line containing the segment
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Point-to-point vs Point-to-line

• Point-to-point and point-to-line may coincide in value
• Even in this case, 

– point-to-point point on the nearest line segment
– point-to-line is finding distance to nearest line
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Why is it faster?
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Why is it faster?
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Why is it faster?
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Why is it faster?
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-point Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric
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Point-to-line Metric

With point-to-line, 
next iteration will go 
directly from q0→ q2



Live Demo: /laserscan & Scan Matching


